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I knew something weird was going on in Vancouver in July 2016 when I wrote a column in response to an article by Pete McMartin in the Vancouver Sun. McMartin, who has since left the paper, was being ...
Eby-Yan study defended by those who advanced the foreign-money argument in Vancouver housing debates
As a psychiatrist, I'm on the front lines with research into prazosin, modafinil, and open dialogue approaches.
How Can Mental Health Research Become More Relevant to Those it is Meant to Serve?
Jonathan VanAntwerpen is a program director at the Henry Luce Foundation, where he leads a grants program that aims to promote innovative thinking about religion across multiple social and cultural ...
An Interview with Jonathan VanAntwerpen – Imagining The Immanent Frame
Reader: Once again ... Don't submit a research study. (Yep, I get those!) Don't send a letter that has already published in another paper under another author! (Really, really uncool.) ...
SOUND OFF: Answering the real question
As I write, in just over 12 hours since its official launch on May 4, Unsettled: What Climate Science Tells Us, What it Doesn’t, and Why It Matters, by physicist Steven E. Koonin, Ph.D., is number 15 ...
Climate Science Is 'Unsettled,' Says Obama Science Director
A prominent police trainer said police have the "best sex ... in months" after they've killed someone. Although the quote about sex is accurately transcribed, we don't know the context surrounding it.
Did a Police Trainer Say Police Have the ‘Best Sex’ After Killing Someone?
Perhaps best known for his coauthored bestselling books Habits of the Heart and The Good Society, Robert N. Bellah is a truly visionary leader in the social ...
The Robert Bellah Reader
That op-ed has taken on a new definition and connotation so that by now people know it as “opinions and editorials.” It is increasingly important that people understand when they are reading an ...
Note from the Ombudsman: Essay versus op-ed. What’s in a name?
In April 2020, sitting at computers almost 3,000 miles apart, we were elected to be Editors-in-Chief of The News-Letter. By then, we’d been doing remote production for about a month, but at the time, ...
Our time as Editors-in-Chief during a pandemic
Data published in Clinical Cancer Research indicate that early determination of PFS with modified RANO criteria may be a strong surrogate for overall survival in recurrent glioblastoma — Medicenna’s ...
Medicenna Announces the Peer-Reviewed Publication of Clinical Data from Phase 2b Trial Evaluating MDNA55 in Recurrent Glioblastoma
Indeed, they would exist in the absence of the paper with deadlines from editors or considerations of timeliness in breaking news. Without deadlines the news would not be written. Either way, the ...
Note from the Ombudsman: Deadlines don’t determine due diligence
From the Penn Central bankruptcy to the financial crisis and the Covid pandemic, America has used its great strengths to buy its way out of its problems.
Barron's
MarketWatch has launched a new version of its "Where Should I Retire?" tool (link) that will now pick the counties that best meet your personal criteria for where to live. Previously the tool helped ...
Where's the best place for you to retire? Pick what matters most to you — and you may be surprised
A recent study by the Media Insight Project, a collaboration of the American Press Institute and The Associated Press-NORC Center for Public Affairs Research ... the Pentagon Papers by The ...
An inclusive public sphere
It is no secret that sexual problems affecting men of all ages are becoming increasingly more prominent over the course of the last couple of decades. In this regard, it should be pointed out that ...
Barbarian XL Reviews: Is Zenith Labs Testo Booster Worth It?
Millions of its readers believe The Guardian offers critical, independent reporting that is different to the right-wing, billionaire-controlled UK media. But its limited coverage of British foreign ...
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Like billionaire-controlled media, The Guardian misinforms its readers on the UK’s role in world
I think the return of full-length AP testing is good for American education. About 2.7 million students this spring are taking 4.8 million of the three-hour-plus exams, full of demands for analysis ...
How much harm comes from taking AP exams during a pandemic?
A team from Georgia Transmission was recently honored with the 2019 Georgia Institute of Technology (Georgia Tech) Walter Elmore Best Pape ...
Georgia Transmission Employees Recognized for Research Efforts
"I don't really know what to say, I think the email thread is likely the most relevant information," Torvalds told iTWire in response to ... could write a research paper. The university's Qiushi ...
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